
Public Policy Fellowship – Centre for Bhutan and Gross National 
Happiness (GNH) Studies 
 
OPHI have been awarded a Public Policy Challenge Fund for engagement with the Centre for Bhutan 
and Gross National Happiness (GNH) Studies, from Jan through May 2022, during the time when 
the Gross National Happiness Survey results will come in, be analysed and be shared with policy 
makers as they have been since 2008 – however this comes with a delay due to the pandemic. 
  
Part of that grant funds two quasi-volunteers to go to Bhutan and be based at the Centre of Bhutan 
and GNH Studies in Thimphu, which houses over 80 researchers from all 10 ministries plus 
autonomous agencies of government. The economy ticket and a modest local stipend (equivalent to 
a senior civil servant – just over £600/month) that will cover normal accommodation and expenses. 
However, one of the two places is now vacant due to a change of plans.  
  
Please note that Bhutan is currently a low COVID risk and there is a two-week strict hotel quarantine 
upon arrival. 
  
Public Policy Fellowship  
  
This position will be based at Zhichenkar, the Centre for Bhutan and GNH Studies in the Royal 
Government of Bhutan, from when a visa is approved until 31 May 2022. Visa approval is likely to 
take about a month.  The position will have two components:  
  

1) Supervision: Over 80 researchers at CBS submit 5,000 word essays each month on topics of 
public policy. These cover all disciplines from Agriculture to Civil Service Reform to Health, 
Education, Finance, Digital technologies, etc. The aim of CBS is both to generate evidence-
based public policy and to improve the research skills of this new cohort of staff. The post 
holder will be responsible for a) reading and commenting upon a set of essays each month 
and meeting with their authors; b) identifying common challenges researchers are facing, and 
offering or organising training (there is an active set of instruction classes, and the post-holder 
would design and offer some according to researchers’ needs and the post-holders abilities). 
c) attending and giving comments at the monthly symposium where each researcher submits 
a 6 min video of their work and seeks feedback; d) thinking forward about how to shape this 
new and entrepreneurial experiment of how to advance research for public policy.  
 

2) Well-being policy: In parallel, a team of researchers will be implementing, analysing and 
preparing the launch of the 2022 GNH Survey results. The architect of GNH, Dasho Karma 
Ura, will be visiting OPHI for a fellowship to lead this analysis. The plan is to strengthen 
communications and public policy tools in the 2022 materials. The GNH survey results and 
index are expected to launch in April 2022, and proactive dissemination – including in-person 
visits to all 20 Dzongkhags and international communication of results by Bhutanese 
researchers – will occur in May 2022. The postholder will contribute to this team effort in 
ways that depend upon their skills and experiences – which could include communication, 
qualitative/cognitive interviews and analyses, quantitative analysis, management, or sharing 
public policy examples.   

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/bhutan/


This position would suit a calm, courteous, independent, reliable and mature facilitator who finds 
satisfaction in quietly encouraging, recognising, and building others’ research and policy skills, and 
being part of a team to advance deeply creative and pioneering work on well-being in Bhutan under 
Karma Ura’s leadership. This is a role for a facilitator whose satisfaction is in others’ career 
development and in advancing Bhutan’s own concept of GNH effectively. To such a person this will 
be a truly fulfilling role that could generate a rather enormous amount of lasting benefit. It would not 
suit a postholder who requires name recognition or who wishes to change Bhutan’s concept or policies 
on GNH.    
  
How to apply: please send a CV and letter specifying how you respond to the above role description 
and any other relevant information to OPHI Leadership ophi-leadership@qeh.ox.ac.uk by Friday 21 
Jan 2022, 5pm GMT (Deadline may be extended if suitable candidates have not yet applied). Virtual 
interviews will be held for shortlisted candidates.  
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